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INTRODUCTION
Shock tunnels create very high temperature and pressure in

the nozzle plenum and flight velocities up to Mach 20 can be
simulated for aerodynamic testing of chemically reacting flows.
However, this application is limited due to milliseconds of its test
duration (generally 500 µs–20 ms). For the force test in the con-
ventional hypersonic shock tunnel, because of the instantaneous
flowfield and the short test time [1–4], the mechanical vibration
of the model-balance-support (MBS) system occurs and cannot
be damped during a shock tunnel run. The inertial forces lead
to low frequency vibrations of the model and its motion cannot
be addressed through digital filtering. This implies restriction
on the model’s size and mass as its natural frequencies are in-
versely proportional the length scale of the model. As to the
MBS system, sometimes, the lowest natural frequency of 1 kHz
is required for the test time of typically 5 ms in order to get bet-
ter measurement results [2]. The higher the natural frequencies,
the better the justification for the neglected acceleration compen-
sation. However, that is very harsh conditions to design a high-
stiffness MBS structure, particularly a drag balance. Therefore,
it is very hard to carried out the aerodynamic force test using
traditional wind tunnel balances in the shock tunnel, though its
test flow state with the high-enthalpy is closer to the real flight
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condition.

Based on above issues, many balance researchers proposed
several special balances to measure aerodynamic forces in the
impulse facilities with high-enthalpy, that is, accelerometer bal-
ance [5–7], stress-wave force balance [8–10], free-flight mea-
surement technique [11–16], and compensated balance [17].
Owing to the very short test time, however, the mature technol-
ogy was undeveloped for the force measurements in the shock
tunnel with short test duration. Based on the strain-gauge sen-
sor’s higher accuracy and sensitivity, Wang et al. [18, 19] de-
signed a very high-stiffness pulse-type balance using the strain-
gauge sensor and successfully carried out a series of force tests in
a large-scale shock tunnel, which has long test duration of more
than 100 ms.

In this study, a pulse-type strain-gauge balance (PSGB) was
used for measuring the drag of a cone in a short-duration high-
enthalpy impulse facility, JF10. The test duration is approx-
imately 3–7 ms. Force tests were conducted for a large-scale
cone with a length of 375 mm in the JF10 shock tunnel. The fi-
nite element method (FEM) was employed for the analysis of the
vibrational characteristics of the MBS structure to ensure a suf-
ficient number of cycles, particularly for the axial element struc-
ture, during 4 ms test duration (in the present flow conditions).
The PSGB used in the test shows good performance, wherein the
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frequency of the MBS system increases because of its stiff con-
struction. The test results were analyzed to see the effect of high-
temperature gas by comparing with the data obtained in nearly
ten wind tunnels.

JF10 HIGH-ENTHALPY SHOCK TUNNEL
Shock tunnel is a kind of impulse ground facility, which

uses a moving shock to generate high temperature and pressure
test gases. The stronger the moving shock, the higher the test-
gas enthalpy. Therefore, the benefits to shock tunnel are that
flight velocities up to Mach 25 can be simulated. In order to
develop hypersonic vehicles, it is important to develop hyper-
velocity test facilities for ground experimental researches. After
more than 60 years development, high-enthalpy facilities suitable
for studying aero-thermochemistry are still based on shock tun-
nels. Three kinds of high-enthalpy tunnels have been developed
over the world for several decades. The first one is the heated-
light-gas driven shock tunnels [20], the second one is the free-
piston driven high-enthalpy shock tunnels [21–24], and another
one is the detonation-driven high-enthalpy shock tunnels [25,26].
These hypersonic test facilities have been built over the world
and valuable experimental data have been provided with the fa-
cilities for hypersonic study for years. JF10 in Institute of Me-
chanics is the first high-enthalpy shock tunnel with hydrogen and
oxygen detonation-driven mode. The JF10 shock tunnel consists
of three main parts. The first part is a driver being about 6.225
m in length and 150 mm in diameter, the second one is a driven
section being 12.5 m in length and 100 mm in diameter, and the
last is a conical nozzle having a 500 mm diameter exit. This
facility can simulate some complicated physical and chemical
phenomena in the hypersonic flight at high altitude, which fea-
tures high-enthalpy test flow, the total enthalpy range of 15–25
MJ/kg, the total temperature of 7800–9500 K, the total pressure
of 20–80 MPa, the effective test time of 3 ms to 7 ms. Figure 1
shows the Pitot pressure history and its distributions at the nozzle
exit positions. It is observable that hypersonic flows in the nozzle
central area appear quite uniform if evaluated from a view point
of Pitot pressure distribution. This uniform flow area is found to
be approximate 700 mm in length and 400 mm in diameter [27].

MBS DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
To compare with the piezoelectric sensor, the stain-gauge

has enough frequency response, higher accuracy and sensitiv-
ity. We tried to use the strain-gauge transducer for measuring the
aerodynamic loads in the impulse ground facility with only a few
milliseconds test time. Our previous experimental and computa-
tional results, in the long-test duration shock tunnel JF12 (more
than 100 ms test duration) [18, 19], show that the PSGB, with
the optimized structures, can be used in the shock tunnel. There-

Figure 3 show Pitot pressure variations measured in nozzle flows at the same experiment. The
pressure profile looks similar to the reservoir pressure variation as shown in Fig. 2. Agreement between
these two pressure profiles indicates not only experimental certification, but also effective test time
possibly available from the improved JF-10 shock tunnel. This time duration is not only long enough
both for flow pressure and heat transfer measurements, but also for aerodynamic force tests with
available measurement instrumentations. So far as it is well known, force balance techniques are very
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Figure 2. Pressure variations measured at the end of the driven section in the improved 
JF-10 shock tunnel.
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Figure 3. Pitot pressure variations measured in the nozzle flow.(a) Pitot pressure history measured at the nozzle exit

Figure 6 shows Pitot pressure distributions in nozzle flows at both positions (b) and (d). It is
observable that hypersonic flows in the nozzle central area appear quite uniform if evaluated from a
view point of Pitot pressure distribution. This uniform flow area is found to be approximate 700 mm in
length and 400 mm in diameter. Although the Piot pressure uniformity does not fully confirm
hypersonic flow uniformity, but these results are quite promising and very encouraging for showing
nozzle flow quality. We are now working more actively to figure out the test flow quality from the aero-
thermodynamic viewpoint.

5. INCIDENT SHOCK WAVE DECAY
Incident shock decay in driven sections is a very important parameter for hypersonic test facilities and
the test flow quality is affected significantly. For this investigation, three test cases were selected for
comparison and the relevant test conditions are listed in Table 1. Cases A and B were carried out,
respectively in the improved JF-10 shock tunnel, and Case C was done in the original one.
Experimental data from Cases A and B are used to examine the incident shock decay at different initial
conditions in detonation drivers, and Case C is used for the comparison between two different
detonation drivers. The total flow enthalpy is kept to be the almost same for three cases.

The incident shock speed is measured with several ion probes distributed along driven section with
equal intervals. The result of qualified tests for these ion probes is given in Fig. 7. The sign jumps occur
sharply and indicate the arrival of shock waves. Therefore, the incident shock speed could be calculated
with high accuracy.

Figure 8 shows incident shock decay rates along the driven section and the decay rates are
determined by calculating Mach number drop per tube diameter, that is, the diameter of the driven
section. By examining case A and C, it could be seen that the stronger incident shock wave could be
driven out with the FDC driver and Mach number could be 10% higher at the similar operation
condition. The incident shock decay in the improved JF-10 shock tunnel is 30% less than that in the
original one, and actually the decay rate is 3.04% in case A and 3.94% in case C. The experimental
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Table 1. Test conditions for investigating the incident shock decay in the driven section

Test Conditions P4i (Mpa) P1 (Kpa) P50 (Mpa) T50 (K)
A 1.5 4.5 8.0 7480
B 3.0 11 19.4 7920
C 1.5 4.7 8.3 7200
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Figure 6. Pitot pressure distributions in nozzle flows at two measurement positions in two directions.(b) Pitot pressure distributions in two directions

FIGURE 1. Pitot pressure measurements in JF10 nozzle flow (posi-
tion Z = 400 mm is a distance from the cross-section of nozzle exit

fore, a PSGB JF12-ISG3-D053-S01 (S01 for short in this paper),
which used in JF12, was employed in the present tests in short-
duration shock tunnel. The balance S01 was optimized in the
aspect of the measuring element of the axial load and its perfor-
mance is excellent for the force measurement during 100 ms test
time. From the prior FEM simulated results, the S01 has very
high frequency at the axial force element (more than 2000 Hz
modal frequency). The technical data of balance S01 is shown in
Table 1.

TABLE 1. S01’s technical data (mm)

Serial No. Type components Diameter Length

S01 Sting Three 53 202.5

Figure 2 shows the details of the S01’s measuring element.
S01 is a three-component (i.e. axial force, normal force, and
pitching moment) sting balance and uses only one rectangular-
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Cutaway View 
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Sting end 
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FIGURE 2. The S01’s details of the measuring element (Π-beam for
the axial force element) and its photo (lower)

beam for measuring the components of normal force and pitching
moment. This simple structure can increase the balance stiffness
and simplify the vibration mode. The capacity of the axial force,
normal force, and the pitching moment of the S01 are 1000N,
2000N, and 100 Nm, respectively.

In the JF10, the vibration is caused by the starting up of the
shock tunnel and the flow establishing process. This process is
very complex and usually it takes almost 1 ms. But in the follow-
ing 3–7 ms, the flow will become pseudo steady. Therefore, the
next tough work is to design the high-stiffness sting to support
the balance and test model. In the design of the force measure-
ment system, that is the MBS structure, we proposed a design
criterion,

fi =
2
t∗

(1)

where fi and t∗ are the modal frequency of MBS in the i compo-
nent (e.g. axial load) and the test duration of the impulse facility,
respectively. Therefore, in the case of JF10 with the effective test
time of 4 ms, the vibrational frequency of MBS in the axial com-
ponent should be more than 500 Hz, so that we can find at least
2 circles in the balance output signal.

To carry out the force measurement in the impulse facility,
the weight of the test model is a very important factor to deter-
mine whether the good results can be obtained. The present cone
model with the 10◦ semivertex angle was made of the aluminum
alloy. Its full length is 375 mm and with a maximum wall thick-
ness of 1 mm. Therefore, its total mass is only 550 g. In addition,
in order to improve the overall stiffness of MBS system, the sting

diameter is 60 mm and the cone was supported by the tail sting
mounted on the support mechanism in the test section.

Prior to the shock tunnel run, the three-dimensional design
of the MBS system is modeled. A series of computations, in-
cluding the static structure, dynamics, and modal analysis, is
conducted by using the finite element analysis. The numerical
results can be used to estimate the experimental results, such as
the MBS’s vibrational frequency and cycle number, within the
short test time. Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional modeling

FEM modal analysis

Cone

Balance S01

Sting & Support

FIGURE 3. Diagram of the MBS system

of the MBS system. Fortunately, the frequency fi in the present
study reaches more than 1016 Hz in the axial direction. It means
that at least 4 circles should be found in the balance signal within
the short test time of t∗ = 4 ms.

DRAG TEST AND DISSCUSION
The cone model has a large number of the test data and the-

oretical analysis results, so it is often used as a standard model
for the flowfield calibration of new or modified wind tunnel. In
the drag tests, the average stagnation pressure is 13.6 MPa and
the average stagnation temperature is 7561 K. These conditions
resulted in an average free-stream Mach number of 11. The drag
measurements for the cone were conducted at nominal angles of
attack 0◦ with 0◦ sideslip angle. Figure 4 is a photograph of the
375 mm cone model mounted in the test section.

Before the drag tests in the JF10 high-enthalpy shock tunnel,
we carried out the hammer test to check the modal frequency.
The force hammer with piezoelectric sensor was employed and
the test is focus on the axial structure (i.e. along the drag di-
rection). In the test, the acceleration sensor is arranged in the
axial direction. The vibrational frequency is 1091Hz from the
resulting of hammer test, which is consistent with the previous
analysis frequency by the FEM simulation.

Figure 5 shows the balance voltage signal. As can be seen
from the figure, there are four complete circles within the effec-
tive test time of 4 ms. From the test findings, the frequencies of
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MBS System

Window
in Test Section

Nozzle
with diameter 

of 500 mm

FIGURE 4. Photographs of MBS system in JF10’s test section and
the test flow over the cone during a shock tunnel run
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FIGURE 5. Voltage Signal of Balance S01

the balance signal were found using the Fast Fourier Transforma-
tion analysis and an averaged value is 1108 Hz. Obviously, this
result is consistent with the results of FEM analysis (1016 Hz)
and the hammer test (1091 Hz).

Furthermore, good repeatability was observed during the
shock tunnel testing, where the standard deviation σCD of the
drag coefficient is 0.005, where the precision is less than 5%.
Here, Equation 2 is used to calculate the standard deviation σCD .

σR =

√
n

∑
i=1

(Ri − R̄)2

n−1
(2)

where R̄ is the averaged value of some aerodynamic coefficient
of n tests; in this study, n = 6. Therefore, the MBS system also
shows good performance in terms of test precision.

The drag coefficient, symbolized CD, is calculated by the
following equation:

CD =
D
qS

(3)

where D is the drag (axial force); q and S represent the dynamic
pressure and the reference area of the model, respectively. Fig-
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of the drag test results (the axial force at the
0◦ angle of attack)

ure 6 shows the present drag result compares with some data
from the conventional hypersonic wind tunnels, impulse facili-
ties, the theoretical analyses, and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation. According to the above data comparisons, the
present result is greater than the theoretical results. The theoret-
ical analyses show a little effect on the ratio of specific heats γ ,
where the drag in the case of γ=1.3394 appears to be little dif-
ference to compare with the γ=1.4 case. In this study, the CFD
simulation was carried out and the effect of the non-equilibrium
flow was considered in the calculation. Compared with the CFD
and theoretical results, the present drag coefficient increased by
9.476% and 30.67%, respectively.

Of course, the test results inhere some uncertainties, which
are due to the systematic and random errors to determine the free
stream properties, to perform the force measurements, to cali-
brate the balance, etc. In this paper, a preliminary analysis of the
uncertainty of test results also was performed. Each kind of the
error limit is combined with each kind of error limits of measured
variables and constants principally because they are independent
parameters. In this study, the drag coefficient is a function of the
measured values of dynamic pressure and balance axial force.
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In this study, a ball free-flight method is employed to directly
measure the dynamic pressure by the image-processing tech-
nique, where the ball’s movements (i.e. free-flight) in the flow-
field are recorded by synchronized high-speed photography. [28]
Dynamic pressure q measured by this method can successfully
avoid the introduction of the parameter errors in the hypersonic
flowfield, such as some errors confirmed by measuring the total
pressure, total temperature, delta Mach number, test section wall
pressure, and reference pressure. In this study, the dynamic pres-
sure uncertainty is ±0.533 kPa, which is approximately 5% of
the averaged q. Therefore, the uncertainty assessment of testing
drag becomes simple and more accurate.

The relative uncertainty in CD, denoted UCD , is written as

UCD =±
√

PCD
2 +BCD

2 (4)

where PCD and BCD are the precision limit and bias limit of CD,
respectively. [29–31] The present results were analyzed using the
confidence level of 95%. By the post-precessing, a conservative
assessment result is UCD ≤ ±15%CD, which demonstrates the
reliability of the drag measurement in the JF10 high-enthalpy
hypersonic shock tunnel.

It is well known that the drag results from forces due to pres-
sure distributions over the body surface and forces due to skin
friction, which is a result of viscosity. On one hand, the pres-
sure distributions are always somewhat insensitive to the high-
temperature effects, especially for the inviscid high-temperature
equilibrium flow. [32] However, the flight experience with shut-
tle (a blunt-body) has indicated a much higher pitching moment
at hypersonic speeds than predicted. [33] In their research, due to
the chemically reacting flow, the pressures are slightly higher on
the forward part of the shuttle, and slightly lower on the rearward
part. This results in a more positive pitching moment.

On the other hand, as is well known, the kinetic energy of
a high-speed, hypersonic flow is dissipated by the influence of
friction within a boundary layer. The extreme viscous dissi-
pation that occurs within hypersonic boundary layer can create
high temperatures, which can excite vibrational energy internally
within molecules, and cause the dissociation and even ionization
within the test gas if the temperature increased continuously. [32]
Based on the CFD simulation, the static temperature of uniform
flow is 400 K and the temperature in the thin hypersonic bound-
ary layer is close to 3000 K in the JF10. As discussed previously,
therefore, the vibrational energy is excited and O2 is dissoci-
ated within a chemically reacting boundary layer. The figure 4
(the right figure) also shows the high-temperature test gas over
the cone and the bright light is generated on the cone’s surface
because of the high-enthalpy condition. Because O2 begins to
dissociate above 2000 K, and is virtually completely dissociated
above 4000 K. [32] In the boundary layer, the velocity gradient
is getting smaller with getting thicker the boundary layer and the

shear force becomes smaller with decreasing velocity gradient.
However, the temperature on the cone surface is not so high due
to the cold-wall condition that the phenomenon and results be-
come more complicated in the boundary layer. At the same time,
due to the high-temperature in the hypersonic boundary layer, the
viscosity increases and then the shear force (skin friction) on the
model surface becomes big, which results a bigger drag.

Therefore, our preliminary point of view is that the aerody-
namic drag of the cone obtained in the JF10 tests are influenced
by the following aspects, i.e., (1) change of pressure distributions
due to the variety of gas species, e.g. the dissociation of O2,
in the viscous high-temperature non-equilibrium flow; (2) high
ratio of wall-temperature (the present model is cold-wall condi-
tion), which leads to the variety of the viscosity and the velocity
gradient in the high-temperature in the boundary layer. In fact, it
is unclear that the detailed mechanism of effects of the real gas
thermodynamics on the aerodynamic drag. However, the current
PSGB can accomplish multiple cycles of the balance signal and
measure more accurate results for further understanding the com-
plex phenomenon in the high-enthalpy flow. The test result high-
lights this effects of the high-enthalpy flow on the aerodynamic
drag. It indicates that the real gas effects should not be ignored
when the total enthalpy (or the total temperature) are high in the
hypersonic flow.

In addition, the present force measurement is limited to the
axial force. In the next work, the capability of the PSGB will be
extended the single component to multi-component based on the
present excellent performance on the drag measurement.

SUMMARY
A strain-gauge balance was used for measuring the aero-

dynamic drag in a high-enthalpy hypersonic shock tunnel with
approximately 4 ms test time. The strain-gauge balances are in
widespread used for the force measurement in conventional wind
tunnel as a mature technology but seldom works in the shock tun-
nel or other impulse facilities. Because the drag balance is very
difficult to design and use in a short-duration ground facility due
to the low frequency vibrations of the MBS by the inertial force.
In the present study, a high-stiffness PSGB used in the test shows
good performance, wherein the frequency of the MBS system
increases because of its stiff construction. Force tests were con-
ducted for a cone with the 10◦ semivertex angle and a length of
375 mm. The FEM simulation and the hammer test were em-
ployed for the analysis of the vibrational characteristics of the
MBS system to examine a sufficient number of cycles (the axial
vibration frequency) during short test duration for the axial force
signal. A design criterion is proposed for the balance’s structure
with higher frequency to ensure at least 2 circles in the balance
signal during the effective test time. The structural performance
of the present PSGB is in full compliance with the requirements
of drag measurement during 4 ms. Therefore, the PSGB with
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optimized structure can be used for the force test in the short test
duration hypersonic shock tunnel. The test results were analyzed
to see the effect of high-temperature gas by comparing with the
data obtained in nearly ten wind tunnels. Its standard deviation
of the drag coefficient is small and the precision is less than 5%.
Compared with the data obtained by the CFD and the theoretical
analyses, the present drag coefficient increased by 9.476% and
30.67%, respectively. However, the detailed mechanism of the
effects is still unclear, it is necessary to further study deeply. Ad-
ditionally, in the future work, the capability of the current PSGB
will be extended to three and six components.
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